
RIZVI ANGELS  

PORTION	FOR	THE	I	TERM	SR	KG	2019‐20	

ENGLISH	READING : 2 LETTER WORDS * 3 LETTER –A- and –E- WORDS ( REFER TO BUTTERFLY 
PHONIC BOOK ) 

ENGLISH	WRITTEN : *Write the missing alphabets ( Aa to Zz ) * Write the word for the picture. 
*Match the word to the picture.* Fill in the missing vowel to complete the word.*Write the rhyming 
words. 

POEMS : Sunny Day, Not hard at all, Fruit party 

CONVERSATION : My Classroom / My country/ Diwali 

STORY : Hare and the tortoise / Lion and the mouse 

 DICTATION	: Three letter (A and E ) words 

MATHS  ORALS	: Count number from 1 to 50 

MATHS	WRITTEN : Fill in the missing numbers ( 1 to 50) 
*Write what number comes after ( numbers 1 to 50 ) *Write what number comes in 
between ( numbers 1 to 50) *Write what number comes before (1-20) 
Count the objects and circle the correct.    *Match the numbers to the number names 
*Write the numbers for the number names. *Addition *Subtraction *Join the dots. 
 
E.V.S	:	ORALS : My body organs* Clothes*Days of the week* Months of the year* Plants and 
its kind ( REFER TO PICTURE PEDIA BOOK ) 

E.V.S	WRITTEN:	*Circle the healthy food * Circle the vegetables grown underground  

*Match the things to the room *Circle the things made from flowers. 

*Circle the things used while gardening. Write  V   for vegetables and  F 	for fruits.	  

HINDI	ORALS : Naming 5 Fruits / 5 Vegetables / 5 Colours 

HINDI	POEMS:  खाये रसगु ले / िगनती / पड़ ेबचाव / फूलो का रस 
 

HINDI	WRITTEN:	अ  आ  इ  ई उ ऊ		
	 	 										*Match the letter to the picture. 
          * Colour the letter * Match the similar letter 
         Circle the correct picture * Copy and write the same letter. 
	 	 	 	
 

 



 

 

TIME TABLE FOR THE I TERM EXAMINATION 2019-2020 

DATE DAY SUBJECTS---JR KG SUBJECTS----SR KG
10-10-19 THURSDAY DICTATION + 

READING 
DICTATION + 
READING 
 

11-10-19 FRIDAY ENGLISH (WRITTEN ) ENGLISH (WRITTEN)
14-10-19 MONDAY MATHS ( WRITTEN ) MATHS ( WRITTEN )
15-10-19 TUESDAY EVS (ORALS ) EVS ( ORALS )
16-10-19 WEDNESDAY EVS ( WRITTEN ) EVS ( WRITTEN )
17-10-19 THURSDAY HINDI ( ORALS ) ENGLISH 

CONVERSATION  
+ STORY TELLING 

18-10-19 FRIDAY ENGLISH RHYMES 
+ STORY TELLING 

HINDI ( WRITTEN )

21-10-19 MONDAY ENGLISH 
CONVERSATION 

HINDI ( ORALS )

22-10-19 TUESDAY MATHS ( ORALS ) MATHS ( ORALS )
 
 
+ ENGLISH RHYMES 
 

 

 


